ENGAGE A LARGE AUDIENCE WITH STREAMING VIDEO & CONTENT

Integrate the power of video and content onto one web page using WisLine Webcast. The service allows you to easily sync voice and video with support data—such as graphics, slides and recorded video—into one seamless presentation for the world to see.

Presentations created with WisLine can be broadcast live and recorded for convenient, on-demand viewing and distribution.

• Host live streamed events that give the audience an opportunity to interact
• Draw visitors to your website with product demos and how-tos
• Capture lectures for on-demand viewing

ics.uwex.edu/wisline-suite
WisLine Webcast

Effectively reach a large audience on the web with a full-range of features for recording, publishing, distributing and viewing rich media presentations together on one web presentation.

- **Easy-to-use.** No need for special preparation or scripting by presenter. Participants simply point their browsers to a URL and watch the presentation from desktops, laptops or mobile devices.

- **Live or on-demand.** Presentations are available via web browser any time, anywhere.

- **Interactive.** Viewers can click a button to submit a text question to the presenter, and polling allows presenters to poll their participants online.

- **Cost-effective.** No extra expenses for travel or design. Content can be preserved and reused.

- **Versatile.** WisLine Webcast can capture and integrate a wide range of content and digital formats.

- **Convenient.** Record presentations from The Pyle Center or we can come to your site.

COLLABORATE ANYWHERE, ANYTIME WITH WisLine

WisLine Webcast is part of the WisLine suite of collaborative services designed for powerful audio conferencing, video conferencing, web conferencing and webcasting. Ask us about our other WisLine services.

855.289.9177  |  608.262.4342  |  wislineservices@ics.uwex.edu
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